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Phoenix hit a record high in home price
growth.

Where do we go from here?
Phoenix home price growth
reaches record high
Oct 26, 2021, 9:09am MST

Once again, metro Phoenix topped the nation in
home price growth — at a whopping 33%.

S&P Dow Jones Indices released the latest
results of the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller
Indices Tuesday, putting Phoenix at the top of
the nation in the highest year-over-year gains
through August with a price increase of 33%.
Meanwhile, the national index saw a 19.8%
increase.

Following behind Phoenix in year-over-year
growth in August were San Diego, at 26.2%, and
Tampa, Florida, at 25.9%.

This is the Valley's 27th consecutive month leading the nation in home price growth,
said Steven Hensley, advisory manager for Zonda housing market research firm.

"The continued rising home prices in the Phoenix MSA, while good for existing
homeowners, is continuing to disrupt lower income households and first-time
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homebuyers," Hensley said. "Affordability remains a key concern moving forward,
particularly if — when — mortgage interest rates rise at an accelerated rate. Price
appreciation in recent months has slowed, reflecting increasing resale supply. It is
likely that home prices in the Phoenix MSA will appreciate at more moderate levels
over the next several months."

Read more: Special report - Industry experts offer a glimpse into how the Valley
housing market will fare in 2022

The historic pricing gains have been fueled by a number of factors, including limited
inventory, household creation and the rise of the institutional single-family rental
purchases the iBuyer, said Thomas Brophy, research director for Colliers
International.

"In regards to inventory, we are still at or near historical lows," Brophy said.

There were 1.31 months of inventory for September, down from August's 1.34
reading, according to the ARMLS.

"Regarding households/population, with negative household formation in the United
States in 2020 due to the pandemic, formations are expected to double by the end
of the year," Brophy said. "Additionally and unique to Phoenix and Sun Belt in
general, we have estimated that population growth due to pandemic displacement
has resulted in 25% higher growth here."

More institutional buyers

Meanwhile, iBuyers and large institutional investors buying single-family homes
represent over 20% of the buying market with a general price point between
$377,000 and $540,000, he said, causing more competition for house hunters.

Kwame Donaldson, an economist for Zillow Group Inc. (Nasdaq; Z), said he's seeing
signs the market is relenting on national level, too.

While house appreciation will remain elevated for the next several months, further
acceleration is unlikely, Donaldson said.

"While homebuilders continue to face shortages, fiscal and monetary policy is less
favorable for buyers, and sellers are encountering more resistance," he said.
"Compared to August, homes took a little bit longer to sell in September and the for-
sale inventory inched higher."

With single-family homebuilding permits down in metro Phoenix this summer,
Kwame said builders are likely coming to terms with limited availability of raw
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materials and construction labor.

"Builders have also expressed fears that some of their buyers may be lured to the
existing home market, where buying conditions are slowly improving," he said. "And
rising prices and mortgage rates could drive other buyers from the housing market
altogether."
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